Efficiency and sustainability evaluation of a pollution鄄free vegetable production system based on emergy analysis.Acta Ecologica Sinica,2015,35 (7) Abstract: Substantial development is needed in the production of pollution鄄free vegetables to ensure the quality, safety, and competitiveness of vegetables in China. In contrast to customary vegetable production, pollution鄄free production uses organic fertilizers and biological pesticides instead of chemical fertilizers and chemical pesticides. This mode of production improves the safety of the vegetables and reduces environmental pollution, and the government is encouraging its use throughout China. Nevertheless, there is still considerable scope for research into efficient and sustainable vegetable production. Emergy evaluation is an effective tool in analyzing the efficiency and sustainability of an ecological system, which addresses the weakness of traditional energy analysis and expresses different forms of energy using a common physical basis, namely, solar emergy. It also has the advantage of taking into consideration aspects such as natural resources, labor,
and ecosystem services that are generally left uncalculated by other evaluation methods. This paper evaluated the efficiency and sustainability of a pollution鄄free vegetable production system based on emergy analysis, and results were compared with those of a customary vegetable production system. At the same time, the renewability factor of each input item was introduced in this study to improve analysis of the types of energy input. The emergy input structure and energy鄄based indices such as emergy efficiency ( UEV) , renewability ( 椎R) , net emergy yield ratio ( EYR) , environmental loading rate ( ELR) , product safety index based鄄emergy ( PSI) , emergy sustainability index ( ESI) , and emergy鄄based monetary value ( EmRMB) were analyzed to estimate the efficiency and sustainability of the pollution鄄free vegetable system, and to determine the key points affecting the ecological performance of the system. The results showed that the total energy input of the two modes of the pollution鄄free vegetables production system were 4. 97 伊 10 16 [40] ,改善蔬菜品质 [40] ,显著
,降低土壤中硝态氮的浓度 [40, 42] 
